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Abstract: Electronic properties of aluminum nitride in wurtzite, zinc-blende, and rock-salt phases are investigated

by a full potential-linearized augmented plane waves method based on density functional theory within standard local

density approximation and its four improved versions. Local density approximation corrected by the generalized gradient

functional of Perdew–Wang–Engel–Vosko is found to be more successful than the other generalized gradient functional

approximations considered in this work for providing reasonable lattice constants, energy gaps, effective electron and

hole masses, and optical features for AlN phases. Although local density approximation corrected by modified Becke–

Johnson potential underestimates the static dielectric constants, it provides the largest energy gaps of AlN phases very

close to the available experimental and theoretical ones reported by high-cost calculations in the literature. Hence,

this approach is decided to be the most accurate scheme among other approximations of this work for electronic band

structure calculations of aluminum nitride phases.

Key words: Aluminum nitride, full potential-linearized augmented plane waves, density functional theory, electronic

properties

1. Introduction

Aluminum nitride (AlN) with a wide band gap (≈6 eV [1,2] in wurtzite (WZ), 5.34 eV [3] in zinc-blende

(ZB)) and high electrical resistivity (≥1012Ω-cm) [4] is a promising candidate material for applications in

optoelectronic devices [5–7]. Particularly, AlN has great potential for light emitting diodes (LEDs), laser

diodes (LDs), and optical detectors. AlN is also an important interlayer material to improve the electrical

and photovoltaic properties of InGaN- and Si-based solar cells [8,9]. A thin AlN layer inserted between the

main layers of InGaN/p-InGaN single junction solar cells suppresses the structural defects and reduces the

leakage current both in the reverse and forward bias [8]. The nano structure of AlN was reported to be an

excellent interlayer for Si-based double junction solar cells (Si/n – InGaN/p – InGaN), exhibiting better quantum

efficiency and performance compared to SiO2 and SiN4 interlayers [9]. AlN was also presented to be a better

capping layer as an antireflective coating than the currently used aluminum oxide on solar cell emitters [10].

AlN in hexagonal WZ (or B4) crystal structur has been reported to be a stable phase with the lattice

constant of 3.11 Å (c≃ 4.98 Å) [1,11,12]. It has been also reported that AlN can crystallize in metastable ZB

(or B3) [3,13–15] and rock-salt (RS or B1) [16–18] structures with the lattice constants of ∼4.4 Å and ∼4.04

Å, respectively, under certain experimental conditions.
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The theoretical works done so far on AlN have mainly tried to verify the structural features measured

for the stable WZ and metastable ZB and RS phases. Some of the works among them have also calculated

the electronic band structures of AlN in the WZ [19–29], ZB [20–23,25–27,29–31] and RS [19,28,29] phases.

Although most of these works have given lattice constants and bulk moduli very close to the measured ones,

they could not calculate the respective energy gaps of AlN structures with the same achievement. It was found

that the first-principles calculations either by linear muffin-tin orbital [31], pseudopotential [19–23,25,30], or

full potential (FP) [27–29,32,33] methods within local density approximation (LDA) or generalized gradient

approximation (GGA) of exchange and correlation energies have successfully produced the structural quantities

of AlN structures. However, minimum energy gaps between the conduction and valance bands of AlN in WZ

and ZB structures very close to the measured ones have been obtained only by quasiparticle and atomic spheres-

screened exchange (ASA-SX) corrections on LDA (LDA+QP [20,27,31] and ASA-LDA+SX [24]) involving costly

calculations compared to the standard calculations of LDA and GGA. In two recent works [34,35], an energy gap

of AlN in the WZ phase close to the measured one was also obtained by modified Becke–Johnson exchange and

correlation potential (MBJP) that was designed to reproduce the shape of atomic optimum effective potentials

(OEPs) well within either LDA or GGA optimization calculations.

To our knowledge, there is a limited number of works in the literature for the electronic properties of

AlN phases extended to optical properties [29, 36, 37]. Among them, only in the work of Reference [29] the

optical features of all three AlN phases have been calculated by standard GGA scheme and connected with the

corresponding electronic structures.

In the present work, we have examined an approach for the exchange and correlation energies producing

electronic features of three AlN phases comparable with the measured ones. Density functional theory (DFT)

calculations have carried out for three structures of AlN within standard LDA and three GGA schemes. The
electronic band structures of AlN phases presently calculated within the LDA scheme have been also improved

by modified Becke–Johnson exchange and correlation functional used in OEP calculations. We present a

comparative study for the energy gaps and the effective masses of electrons and holes in AlN structures. We

also present a study for the dielectric functions, absorption spectra, and refractivity functions of AlN phases.

2. Method of calculations

The electronic properties of AlN in WZ (WZ-AlN), ZB (ZB-AlN), and RS (RS-AlN) phases are investigated by

self-consistent full potential-linearized augmented plane waves (FP-LAPW) provided in the WIEN2k package

[38]. The present electronic band structure calculations are based on our recent work [39], in which the structural

properties of AlN in WZ, ZB, and RS phases were studied by eight different approaches of exchange and

correlation energies. A detailed explanation about the definitions and the optimizations of the unit cells of

the AlN phases was introduced in that work [39] together with the parameters necessary in the FP-LAPW

calculations. Among the approximations considered [39], the most accurate scheme and the following one are

found as PW-EV-GGA and PBE-GGA, respectively, providing the structural features of AlN phases reflecting

the experimental results. Consequently, these two approaches are primarily chosen for the present electronic

band structure calculations of the AlN phases. The PW-EV-GGA approach is based on the exchange and

correlation energies of LDA [40] corrected by the GGA of Engel and Vosko (EV) [41] and the GGA of Perdew

and Wang (PW) [42], respectively. In PBE-GGA, both exchange and correlation energies of LDA [40] are

improved by the GGA of Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) [43]. Since PW-EV-GGA and PBE-GGA are the

improved schemes of EV-GGA and LDA, the electronic band structures of AlN phases are also calculated by
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EV-GGA and LDA, for comparison. Considering the serious improvement of the energy gap of the MBJP

scheme reported in the literature for compound semiconductors [34,35], the electronic band structures of AlN

phases calculated by LDA are also corrected in this work by MBJP within the OEP method. In the calculations

of this scheme, the electron density, gradient of electron density, and kinetic energy density functional of exact

exchange potential proposed by Becke and Johnson [44] are modified to yield band gaps comparable to those of

the high-cost calculations given in the literature [20,24,27,31]. The electronic band structure calculations within

MBJP are performed by FP-LAPW and the local orbitals (FP-LAPW+lo) method implemented in WIEN2k

[38].

The electronic band structures of AlN in WZ, ZB, and RS phases are calculated by using the corresponding

wave functions of the approximations obtained by self-consistent total energy calculations. The positions and

values of the energy gaps are precisely determined by using 21 × 21 × 21 grids corresponding to 484 k points in

the irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zone for all AlN phases. It is considered that the PW-EV-GGA, EV-GGA,

and MBJP schemes used in this work can provide significant correction for the energy gaps of AlN phases over

the LDA and PBE-GGA functional, since the parameters of EV-GGA and MBJP are determined by fitting

exact exchange OEP.

In this work, the optical features connected with the energy gaps of the AlN phases are calculated by

describing the electron transitions between the occupied and unoccupied electronic ground states presented

within the PW-EV-GGA and MBJP schemes. The complex dielectric function (ε(ω) = ε1(ω) + iε2(ω)),

absorption spectrum, and refractive index resulting from these transitions are calculated for a wide photon

energy range by the Kramers–Krőnig relations provided in WIEN2k [38].

3. Results and discussion

The self-consistent total energy calculations reported in [39] are repeated by the approximations of this work and

the corresponding optimized unit cells of the AlN phases are acquired. AlN in a WZ structure is optimized by

LDA, PBE-GGA, PW-EV-GGA, and EV-GGA schemes with the lattice constants of 3.096 (c = 4.966 Å), 3.139

(c = 5.051 Å), 3.137 (c = 5.044 Å), and 3.246 Å (c = 5.259 Å), respectively. The optimized lattice constants

of ZB-AlN by the same approximations are respectively 4.346, 4.405, 4.402, and 4.557 Å. The lattice constant

of RS-AlN is found to be 4.013 and 4.208 Å by LDA and EV-GGA schemes. As reported in [39], RS-AlN is

optimized with the lattice constant of 4.072 Å by both PBE-GGA and PW-EV-GGA. The lattice constants

of AlN phases calculated by PW-EV-GGA and PBE-GGA are found more successful than those of the other

approximations considered in [39] for providing values of structural features closest to available experimental

ones. The electronic band structures of AlN in optimized WZ, ZB, and RS structures are calculated along

different k⃗ directions within LDA, PBE-GGA, PW-EV-GGA, and EV-GGA schemes. The energy gaps of

WZ-AlN corresponding to different symmetry points of the Brillouin zone are tabulated in Table 1, along with

the available measured and calculated energy gaps of the other works, for comparison. The electronic band

structure calculations of the WZ-AlN phase have given the top of the valence band at the Γ point. According

to the present LDA, PBE-GGA, PW-EV-GGA, and EV-GGA calculations, WZ has a large direct energy gap at

the Γ point, as was reported in the literature. However, the direct energy gaps presently calculated for WZ-AlN

by the LDA, PBE-GGA, and EV-GGA schemes and reported in [19–29] are all found much smaller than the

corresponding measured value of ∼6 eV [1,2]. The difference is around 1.5–3 eV. The direct energy gap of WZ-

AlN calculated by LDA is found higher than that calculated by PBE-GGA. The lattice constants of WZ-AlN
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calculated by LDA and PBE-GGA with a very small difference are both very close to the experimental results

[1,11,12]. The small decrease of the lattice constant in the experimental value side by LDA calculations causes

more separation between the conduction and valance bands. This relation between the energy gaps of LDA

and PBE-GGA calculations was also reported in [25] (Table 1). The difference between the experimental direct

energy gap of WZ-AlN and the calculated one is decreased to ∼1 eV when the exchange-correlation energies

are defined by the PW-EV-GGA functional. The direct gap of 5.04 eV (Table 1) calculated for WZ-AlN by

the present low-cost PW-EV-GGA calculations is higher than those reported by the standard LDA and GGA

calculations [20–23,25,27–29]. Furthermore, this value of the direct energy band gap is found close to the value

of high-cost quasiparticle calculations [20]. Therefore, the PW-EV-GGA scheme is determined to be effective

to produce a larger direct gap for the WZ-AlN. The electronic band structure of WZ-AlN presently calculated

by the PW-EV-GGA scheme is plotted in Figure 1. The PW-EV-GGA scheme does not alter the main band

structure of WZ-AlN given commonly by LDA, PBE-GGA, and EV-GGA schemes, but the magnitude of the

fundamental energy gap is enlarged by ∼0.6–1.3 eV. The present energy gaps calculated by PW-EV-GGA at

K, M, and A symmetry points with respect to the Γ point (EΓ→K
g , EΓ→M

g , EΓ→A
g ) are also found to be

larger than the ones obtained by the present LDA, PBE-GGA, and EV-GGA calculations (Table 1) and LDA

calculations given in [19,20,24]. The largest direct transition energy from the valence band to conduction band

at the M point is calculated to be 7.40 eV (Table 1) by the PW-EV-GGA scheme with respect to the value of

6.2 eV reported by standard LDA calculations in [20]. The difference between the present transition energy and

the ones reported by high-cost LDA+QP [20, 27] and ASA-LDA+SX [24] calculations is ∼1 eV.

Table 1. The calculated and measured energy band gaps (Eg (eV)) of AlN in WZ structure.

Ref. Approach EΓ→Γ
g EΓ→K

g EΓ→M
g EΓ→A

g EMv→Mc

g

[PW] LDA 4.32 4.91 5.71 6.52 6.59

[PW] PBE-GGA 3.96 5.05 5.74 6.24 6.27

[PW] PW-EV-GGA 5.04 6.18 6.72 7.24 7.40

[PW] EV-GGA 3.77 6.07 6.34 6.07 5.82

[19] LDA 3.09 4.36 4.93 5.57

[20] LDA 3.9 4.8 5.5 6.1 6.2

[20] LDA+QP 5.8 6.7 7.4 8.3 8.3

[21] LDA 4.41

[22] LDA 4.56

[23] LDA 4.44

[24] ASA-LDA 4.6 5.5 5.9 6.6 6.6

[24] ASA-LDA+SX 6.3 7.4 8.1 8.6 8.7

[25] LDA 4.74

[25] GGA 4.245

[26] HF-GGA 5.25

[27] LDA 4.2

[27] LDA+QP 6.05 8.18

[28] LDA 4.13

[29] GGA 4.26 5.16 5.94 6.39

[1] [2] Exp. Exp. 6.28 6.12

[PW]: Present work.
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Figure 1. The electronic band structure of WZ-AlN within PW-EV-GGA. The dotted lines show the correction by

MBJP calculations.

The electronic band structures of the ZB-AlN and RS-AlN phases calculated within the PW-EV-GGA

scheme are plotted in Figures 2 and 3. These figures display that both structures are indirect band gap

semiconductors with an energy gap at the X symmetry point. The main energy gaps of the ZB-AlN and RS-

AlN structures are tabulated in Tables 2 and 3. Since the optimized lattice constant of ZB-AlN calculated by

PB-GGA is closer to the experimental ones [3,13–15] than that calculated by LDA, PBE-GGA gives a larger

indirect energy gap for ZB-AlN than LDA. The lattice constant of LDA being closer to the experimental values

[16–18] than that of PBE-GGA makes the indirect band gap of RS-AlN wider. It is found that PW-EV-GGA

has given the largest indirect energy gap for both ZB-AlN and RS-AlN structures (Tables 2 and 3) among the

other exchange-correlation energy approximations considered in this work (LDA, PBE-GGA, EV-GGA). The

indirect energy gap of ZB-AlN presently calculated by the PW-EV-GGA scheme is also greater than the ones

calculated within LDA by other works [20,24,27,29,31], except the indirect gaps of LDA corrected by high-cost

QP [20,27,31] and SX approximation calculations [24] (Table 2). The present indirect gap of 4.22 eV obtained

for the ZB-AlN structure within the PW-EV-GGA scheme is very close to the measured value of 4.37 eV [45].

However, it is found small with respect to the corresponding result (5.34 eV) [3] of extinction coefficient data

by an amount ∼1 eV. Although the direct band gap transition energy of ZB-AlN at the Γ symmetry point is

enlarged to 4.74 eV by the present PW-EV-GGA calculations, it is still small compared to the corresponding

results of LDA corrected by QP [20,27] and SX [24] approximations (Table 2). The electronic band structure of

RS-AlN calculated within PW-EV-GGA (Figure 3) compared well with those reported in [19,28,29]. However,

citing first the indirect energy gap of RS-AlN at the X symmetry point, all the energy gaps at Γ, K, and L

symmetry points are larger than the ones given by LDA [19] and GGA calculations [29].
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Figure 2. The electronic band structure of ZB-AlN within

PW-EV-GGA. The dotted lines show the correction by

MBJP calculations.

Figure 3. The electronic band structure of RS-AlN within

PW-EV-GGA. The dotted lines show the correction by

MBJP calculations.

In the present work, the electronic band structures of AlN in WZ, ZB, and RS phases are also reproduced

by MBJP within LDA calculations. The improvements of the band structures of WZ-AlN, ZB-AlN, and RS-AlN

by MBJP calculations are shown in the plots of Figures 1–3. The band structures are found to be mainly not

changed, but the energy gaps of the phases are enlarged by MBJP calculations. The direct and indirect energy

gaps for WZ-AlN and ZB-AlN are presently calculated to be 5.61 and 4.83 eV, respectively, by the MBJP

scheme. The direct band gap of WZ-AlN was reported to be 5.56 eV [35] in a recent work by similar MBJP

calculations. The direct and indirect energy gaps of WZ-AlN and ZB-AlN newly calculated by MBJP are close

to the corresponding values of LDA corrected by QP [20] and SX [24] approximations (Tables 1 and 2). The

energy gaps of WZ-AlN and ZB-AlN at X (EΓ→X
g ) and Γ (EΓ→Γ

g ) are also enlarged to 7.32 and 5.33 eV,

respectively, within the present MBJP calculations. The respective energy gaps of RS-AlN at X (EΓ→X
g ) and

Γ (EΓ→Γ
g ) points are found to be 5.98 and 6.66 eV by the MBJP scheme.

In this work, the effective electron (m∗
e) and hole (heavy (m∗

hh) and light (m∗
lh)) masses in the WZ-AlN

structure are calculated using the electronic band structures obtained by both the PW-EV-GGA and MBJP

schemes (Figure 1). The effective masses are calculated around the minimum of the conduction band (Γc
1) and

the top of the valence band (Γv
15) by fitting a quadratic function to the corresponding band structure energies.

The present effective electron and hole masses obtained for closely spaced k points along perpendicular (kx , ky)

and parallel (kz) directions are tabulated in Table 4 along with the effective masses reported in the literature.

The small difference between the corresponding effective masses along the same direction respects the small

difference between the present electronic band structure results of the PW-EV-GGA and MBJP schemes around
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Table 2. The calculated and measured energy band gaps (Eg (eV)) of AlN in ZB structure.

Ref. Approach EΓ→Γ
g EΓ→X

g EΓ→K
g EΓ→L

g EXv→Xc

g

[PW] LDA 4.36 3.24 5.10 7.40 5.05
[PW] PBE-GGA 3.98 3.31 5.12 7.15 5.06
[PW] PW-EV-GGA 4.74 4.22 5.97 7.94 5.88
[PW] EV-GGA 3.85 4.16 5.76 6.97 5.72
[20] LDA 4.2 3.2 7.3
[20] LDA+QP 6.0 4.9 9.3
[21] LDA 4.35
[22] LDA 4.50
[23] LDA 4.09
[24] ASA-LDA 4.2 3.2 7.3
[24] ASA-LDA+SX 6.5 5.7 9.8
[25] LDA 4.75
[25] GGA 4.13
[26] HF-GGA 4.26
[27] LDA 3.24
[27] LDA+QP 6.17 5.11 6.89
[29] LDA 4.754
[29] GGA 4.09 3.38 7.28
[30] LDA 4.754
[31] LDA 3.47 9.15
[31] LDA+QP 5.84 5.11
[3] Exp. 5.34
[45] Exp. 4.37
[PW]: Present work.

Table 3. The calculated energy band gaps (Eg (eV)) of AlN in RS structure.

Ref. Approach EΓ→Γ
g EΓ→X

g EΓ→K
g EΓ→L

g EXv→Xc

g

[PW] LDA 6.08 4.67 5.87 6.27 7.54
[PW] PBE-GGA 5.40 4.43 5.74 6.02 7.17
[PW] PW-EV-GGA 5.84 5.01 6.39 6.67 7.64
[PW] EV-GGA 4.50 4.06 5.65 6.06 6.45
[19] LDA 4.99 4.04 5.52
[28] LDA 4.92
[29] GGA 5.42 4.47 5.75 6.18 7.0
[PW]: Present work.

the Γ point (Figure 1). The electron and hole (heavy and light) effective masses presently calculated in WZ-AlN

are in the ranges of the corresponding results calculated by other theoretical works [46–50]. It is found that the

present electron and hole effective masses are very close to the values calculated by the parameters of effective

mass Hamiltonian reproducing the first-principles energy band structures of WZ-AlN near the Γ point [46].

In the present work, the real and imaginary parts of dielectric function (ε1(ω) and ε2(ω)) for polarization

in the xy plane (ε1,xy(ω) and ε2,xy(ω)) and z direction (ε1,z(ω) and ε2,z(ω)) are calculated for the AlN phases

within PW-EV-GGA and plotted in Figure 4. As is observed in Figure 4a, there is a noticeable anisotropy

between the dielectric function of WZ-AlN calculated for the polarization in the xy plane and z direction. Since
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Table 4. The effective electron and hole masses in WZ-AlN.

Present work:
PW-EV-GGA MBJP Other theoretical works:

m∗
e,⊥ Γ →kxky 0.2567 0.2682 0.2546, 0.1847,0.343348, 0.3049,0.3249,0.2750

m∗
e,|| Γ →kz 0.3212 0.3381 0.3346,0.2747, 0.293848,0.2949,0.3049,0.2850

m∗
hh,⊥ Γ →kxky 3.1168 3.1171 3.6846,2.0847,1.598148,4.4649,4.5049,2.6850

m∗
hh,|| Γ →kz 3.6748 3.7640 3.6846,2.0447,0.243748,0.2549,1.9650

m∗
lh,⊥ Γ →kxky 0.2669 0.2844 0.2546,0.2047,1.423848,0.6149,0.6649,0.2650

m∗
lh,|| Γ →kz 0.2769 0.2957 0.2546,2.0447,1.423548

the dielectric function for polarization in the xy plane and z direction is isotropic for ZB-AlN and RS-AlN, only

ε1,z(ω) and ε2,z(ω) are plotted in Figures 4b and 4c. The threshold photon energy value of ε2(ω) (ε2,z(ω) or

ε2,xy(ω)) at ∼5 eV in Figure 4a gives the direct energy gap of WZ-AlN. Similarly, the threshold photon energies

of ε2,z(ω) found at ∼4.2 and 5 eV in Figures 4b and 4c correspond to the indirect band gap energies of ZB-AlN

and RS-AlN at the X symmetry point, respectively. The direct and indirect energy gaps of 5.04, 4.22, and 5.01

eV (Tables 1–3) calculated for WZ-AlN, ZB-AlN, and RS-AlN respectively by PW-EV-GGA are also found

from the threshold photon energies of absorption functions plotted in Figures 5a–5c. The threshold photon

energies of ε2 (ω) are respectively found at about 5.6, 4.8, and 6 eV within the present MBJP calculations

for WZ-AlN, ZB-AlN, and RS-AlN. The first two peaks of ε2(ω) observed in the photon energy ranges from

9 to 13 eV and from 7 to 11 eV for ZB-AlN, RS-AlN, and WZ-AlN (Figures 4a–4c) were associated with the

transitions of N 2p electrons into the Al 3p conduction band and N 2p electrons into Al 3p and 2s conduction

bands in [29] by partial density of states calculations. Since the energy gaps of AlN phases presently calculated

by PW-EV-GGA are wider than the corresponding ones reported in [29] (Tables 1–3), the transition energies

given in that work are shifted to higher values in our work. The static dielectric constants of WZ-AlN, ε1,xy (0)

and ε1,z (0), calculated from the low energy limit values of ε1,xy(ω) and ε1,z(ω) are 4.09 and 4.29 (Figure 4a).

The static dielectric constants are calculated to be 3.81 and 4.88 for ZB-AlN and RS-AlN, respectively (Figures

4b and 4c). The static dielectric constants of AlN phases are also found from the low energy limit value of the

refractive index function (n(ω)) plotted in Figures 5d and 5f by the ε1 (0) = n(0)2 relation. The static dielectric

constants, ε1,xy (0) and ε1,z (0), presented in this work for WZ-AlN are comparable to the values of 4.05(4.19)

[37], 4.39(4.59) [29], and 4.38(4.61) [36] reported in the literature by GGA and LDA schemes, respectively.

While ε1,z (0) of RS-AlN is comparable with the single available value of 5.13 [29], ε1,z (0) of ZB-AlN is found

small compared to the calculated values of 4.63 [29] and 4.61 [37] and the measured value of 4.68 [51]. On

the other hand, the static dielectric constants, 3.65(3.84), 3.76, and 4.35, calculated by MBJP for WZ-AlN,

ZB-AlN, and RS-AlN, respectively, are found smaller than those calculated by PW-EV-GGA.

4. Summary and conclusion

FP-LAPW calculations based on DFT within LDA, PBE-GGA, PW-EV-GGA, EV-GGA, and MBJP schemes

are introduced for the electronic properties of AlN in WZ, ZB, and RS phases. Local density approximation

corrected by the generalized gradient functional of PW-EV-GGA is found more successful than the other

generalized gradient functional approximations considered in this work for providing reasonable lattice constants,

energy gaps, effective electron and hole masses, and optical features for AlN phases. Although the MBJP scheme

underestimates the static dielectric constants, it provides the largest energy gaps of AlN phases very close to
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Figure 4. Real and imaginary parts of dielectric function calculated by PW-EV-GGA for WZ-AlN (a), ZB-AlN (b),

and RS-AlN (c).
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Figure 5. Adsorption function and refractive index calculated by PW-EV-GGA for WZ-AlN (a, d), ZB-AlN (b, e), and

RS-AlN (c, f), respectively.
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the available experimental and theoretical ones reported by high-cost calculations (LDA+QP, ASA-LDA+SX)

in the literature. Hence, MBJP is decided to be the most accurate scheme among other approximations of this

work for electronic band structure calculations of aluminum nitride phases.
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